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Abstract: In this paper, a scalable hardware and
software architecture for tiled display systems (a.k.a.
videowalls), which can be implemented by using low-
cost devices, together with a dynamic web-based man-
agement and configuration service are proposed. It has
been designed to support both stored and live broad-
cast/broadband content, in mosaic or warp distribu-
tions. The displays and devices can be dynamically
configured via web in different ways: the displays can
create a single display of a larger size; or they can
be configured in a customized way in order to play-
out different media contents in different display com-
binations. As display renderers, low-cost devices are
proposed as the main hardware element to obtain af-
fordable videowall systems. As a proof of concept,
two prototypes have been implemented, including an
accurate synchronization mechanism based on a Mas-
ter/Slave control scheme and aggressive and smooth
playout adjustment techniques. To evidence the good
performance of the prototypes and configuration ser-
vice, both objective and subjective evaluations have
been conducted regarding synchronization accuracy
and usability. On the one hand, the mean values of
the asynchronies between the video playout processes
in each display are kept below 25ms (i.e., frame ac-
curacy). On the other hand, the obtained usability
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score in the System Usability Scale (SUS) test has
been 88.65, which is considered as excellent.
Keywords: AMP; media synchronization; multi-
screen; playout adjustment; tiled displays; videowall

I. INTRODUCTION

Tiled displays (a.k.a. Videowalls) consist of multi-
ple displays that can play media content in a synchro-
nized way, acting as one single big display. These
systems are extensively used in many different sec-
tors and for many different purposes. Among their
uses, the most significant ones are the implementa-
tion of very large displays for command-and-control
purposes, scientific visualization (e.g., [1–3]), collab-
orative and tele-immersion scenarios [4], educational
purposes, advertising or commercial panels (e.g., ad-
vertising a new brand or product), touristic or infor-
mative panels (e.g., showing flight information at an
airport), etc. Videowall systems can be less expensive
than others, such as the ones based on video projec-
tors [5]. For instance, they occupy less physical space
and, moreover, color correction or the alignment of the
involved displays are easier than when using several
video projectors.

In videowall systems, the displays (i.e., tiles) can be
distributed in two different ways (Figure 1). In mosaic
distributions, displays can be uniformly distributed, as
a flat or curved panel with a mosaic or matrix of MxN
displays (M rows and N columns) of the same size.
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In warp distributions, displays of the same or different
size can be placed in different orientations. In addi-
tion, the displays can be combined in different ways:
1) all the displays creating a single display of a larger
size; or 2) displays can be configured in a customized
way in order to playout different media contents in dif-
ferent display combinations. Each group or combina-
tion of displays playing one single content is referred
to as a section. As an example, in the top image of
Figure 1, a 3x2 videowall with displays setup in a mo-
saic distribution is shown, in which two sections have
been defined (2x2 and 2x1). In the bottom image, one
single content is played in a videowall system with a
simple warp distribution.

Figure 1. 2-section mosaic (top) and 1-section warp (bot-
tom) examples of videowall display distributions

Although there is a wide variety of commercial
videowall systems, they are still not affordable for ev-
eryone due to their high cost, and, therefore, limited
budget companies or individuals may not be able to
acquire them. Moreover, many of them require spe-
cific hardware and proprietary software and are also
based on videowall controllers (specialized or propri-
etary hardware) or dedicated servers. These features
are the main reasons why they are expensive. Exam-
ples are Userful 1, Samsung’s MagicInfo 2 or LG 3

systems. However, these solutions present some limi-
tations that must be considered, such as: the aforemen-
tioned high prices; the fact of only being able to be
locally controlled and managed (i.e., physically close

to the system); the difficulty for end users, who are
very likely to be non-expert, to customize or extend
these systems, for example, by adding more displays;
or the perception, in some cases, of the videowall as a
single display by the control software, preventing the
system to play out different media contents simulta-
neously on different sections of the videowall. These
limitations and the cost-effectiveness of multi-display
environments are summarized in [6]. Some of the as-
sociated challenges to provide a successful experience
with this type of system are also emphasized in that
work, such as scalability, ease of configuration and
seamless integration of the tiled display into the en-
vironment.

In this paper, the architecture design, including both
hardware and software components, of a more afford-
able and effective solution to implement a scalable
tiled display system, allowing both mosaic or warp
display distributions and different sections, is pre-
sented. It can be locally or remotely customized and
managed through a user-friendly embedded web ser-
vice, thus providing multi-platform access to its con-
figuration and management service. Unlike other sys-
tems that need proprietary platform-specific applica-
tions, in our system only an Internet browser is needed.
Moreover, the proposed system supports the playout of
both stored and live (broadcast or broadband) content
independently of its source.

When designing a videowall system, one of the main
challenges is to guarantee that each portion of the
video content is played out on each individual display
in accurate synchronization (abbreviated as sync, here-
after) with the portions of video played in the rest of
displays. Differences of few frames can be noticeable
and even annoying. In the proposed system, the play-
out of each display is controlled by an independent
low-cost electronic device, which runs an independent
media player. Each device plays the content using a
local and independent clock, and, although they can
have the same nominal frequency, these local clocks
generally present drifts, skews and imperfections, pro-
viding different clock values [7]. Consequently, this
may lead to out-of-sync situations. With the aim of
achieving accurate sync of the playout processes of
all the involved devices, a frame accurate sync mech-
anism should be designed and adopted.

As a proof of concept, and in order to be able to
objectively and subjectively assess the proposed ar-
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chitecture, two prototypes have been developed based
on the use of low-cost devices and including an own
sync solution. On the one hand, an objective evalua-
tion has been conducted to check the correct playout
in each display, by estimating the achieved sync level
between them. On the other hand, a subjective evalu-
ation has been conducted by users with technical and
non-technical profiles. Its main aim is to obtain feed-
back regarding the usability of the web service, the
perceived level of sync between displays and the over-
all performance of the system.

This paper is an extension of the conference short
paper in [8] (in Spanish). The preliminary architec-
ture and the prototype described in that paper (referred
to as “the previous prototype”, hereafter) have been
considerably enhanced and extended with new mod-
ules and functionalities (a more complete communi-
cation protocol between entities, a more accurate and
stable sync mechanism, support for live broadcast and
broadband content, playlists definition, playout time
scheduling and management). An own sync mecha-
nism has been implemented (in the previous prototype,
a Python-based sync library from a third-party solu-
tion was adopted) and aggressive and smooth play-
out adjustments (a.k.a. Adaptive Media Playout -
AMP- [9]) have been adopted. In [8], only aggressive
skips and pauses in the playout process were forced
as playout adjustments and no subjective assessment
was conducted. Additionally, in this paper, the results
of the performance objective evaluation in a prototype
with up to 16 displays and up to 8K video content are
also included, as well as the results of the mentioned
subjective evaluation. The main contributions of this
paper are the following:

• Qualitative comparison between previous propos-
als found in related works and the one proposed
in this paper.

• Hardware and software architecture of an afford-
able (by using low-cost devices) and scalable
videowall system, allowing both mosaic and warp
distributions, multiple video sections and stored
and hybrid (broadcast and broadband) live con-
tent.

• An embedded web-based service for dynamic
configuration of the videowall, including tools for
playlists definition, time scheduling and manage-
ment.

• Communication protocol and message exchange
definition between the control entity and the in-
volved rendering devices.

• The implementation of two prototypes, one 4x4
system, used for objective evaluation with 8K
content, and another (transportable) 2x3 system,
used for subjective evaluation.

• An own sync mechanism for both stored and live
content, providing accurate and stable sync and
smooth media playout in each rendering device.

• Objective and subjective assessment of the system
with satisfactory results.

Unlike other works, as far as authors know, this is
the first paper providing QoE related results and a sub-
jective assessment for this type of systems.

The content of the paper is organized as follows.
Previous related works are presented in Section II. In
Section III, the proposed architecture design of the
videowall system is described. The embedded web
service for the control and management of the vide-
owall is summarized in Section IV. The implemented
prototypes, the sync mechanism included, the method-
ology of assessment and the obtained results are pre-
sented in Section V. The paper ends in Section VI,
drawing some conclusions and pointing out some fu-
ture work.

II. STATE OF THE ART

This section includes a review of different available
architectures and previous works regarding videowall
systems, together with a qualitative comparison of
their advantages and drawbacks, including the one
presented in this paper. Works describing middleware
to implement tiled-video systems (such as the ones in
[10–15]) have also been consulted but the inclusion
of their description in this paper was discarded be-
cause the design of another middleware is out of the
scope of this paper. Nevertheless, due to the similar
functionalities that are provided by the SAGE2 sys-
tem (described in [11]), it was tested by the authors.
When high-performance devices (e.g., laptops or desk-
top computers) are used as display renderers, that sys-
tem worked fine. Unfortunately, low-cost devices do
not have enough resources to playout media content
smoothly when running that system.
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2.1 Videowall System Architectures

Currently, two main different options regarding me-
dia delivery and content distribution technologies for
videowall systems can be found4, such as:

1. Hardware-based solutions. Media content dis-
tribution follows hardware video standards (i.e.,
based on the use of video splitters or specific in-
terconnected displays).

2. Non hardware-based solutions. Two possibilities
can be found in this option: IP-based solutions, in
which media content is delivered via IP stream-
ing; and stored content-based solutions, in which
media contents are available in (remote or local)
media repositories or media units.

2.1.1 Hardware-based solutions

Regarding this option, on the one hand, splitters can
be used. Splitters are devices which usually have one
input and several outputs (each one connected to one
display). The input receives the original media (video)
content in full resolution (i.e., without resolution or
size modifications and without any cropping). Then,
the splitter’s main function is to crop the video frames
and send (through its outputs) the corresponding part
of the video to each display. This option is designed
for simple configurations in which all the involved dis-
plays are similar. It has several drawbacks to be con-
sidered: 1) lack of scalability, as the splitter has a finite
number of outputs; 2) specific hardware is required (a
splitter); 3) the source of the content must be close to
the videowall system; and 4) the configuration options
are quite limited, e.g., if more than one video section
is considered for the videowall, the use a multiplexor
is needed (i.e., drawback #2).

On the other hand, several displays can be intercon-
nected, usually through a proprietary communication
bus, in order to create a videowall system. This con-
cept is used in proprietary solutions that some manu-
facturers have implemented (e.g., LG or NEC). For in-
stance, NEC’s solution allows the implementation of
10x10 videowall systems by interconnecting 100 dis-
plays in series. These systems are very expensive, and
the involved displays must be from the same manufac-
turer. Moreover, there is an issue associated to their
maintenance. As probable faults or damages may hap-
pen to the videowall system, it can imply replacing the

displays with very similar ones (or even requiring ex-
actly the same model).

2.1.2 Non hardware-based solutions

IPstreaming-based solutions These solutions are
based on the distribution of media content via IP
streaming, are scalable and adaptive. Samsung’s
MagicInfo system is an example and supports up to
250 large displays. Moreover, the installation is easy
and simple. It only requires the interconnection be-
tween all the involved displays through an IP network
(Local Area Network or LAN). However, that network
has to provide enough bandwidth to be able to deliver
the content simultaneously to the different connected
displays. In order to minimize the needed bandwidth,
only the corresponding part of the video to be played
in each display can be sent to it. This requires one or
several powerful computers (depending on the size of
the videowall) that crop the media content in different
streams (one for each display) and send them through
the network. The need of these computers increases
the final cost of the system. Besides, in most commer-
cial systems, a specific hardware device is connected
to each display (e.g., devices known as Zero clients)
with specific SOFTWARE capable of decoding and
rendering the received video streaming. Among many
others, examples of videowall systems based on this
option are the aforementioned MagicInfo, Userful sys-
tems and [16].

Stored content-based solutions When only stored
content is used, no powerful computers are needed
and, therefore, the final cost of the videowall system
is significantly lower. In this case, a device capable
of accessing the content located in a shared (local or
remote) media unit can be connected to each display.
In such a case, either each device or another control
device can select the part(s) of the video to be played,
without the need of using IP streaming. This way, a
videowall system can be implemented with low-cost
devices, which always have limited resources. Only
a LAN with access to the media content, providing
enough bandwidth to allow all the devices to simul-
taneously download the selected content, is required.
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2.1.3 Design choices for the proposed system

Regarding the three analyzed options above, the first
one was discarded for the proposed system because it
is not flexible nor scalable enough. Nowadays, low-
cost electronic devices with high speed LAN connec-
tivity and internetworking are already available in the
market. These devices provide enough bitrate to work
with stored content, as well as to upload or download
content to or from a connected media unit during the
videowall system’s operation.

Therefore, the system proposed in this paper follows
a combination of the two options of non hardware-
based solutions. On the one hand, it has been designed
to work in a wired LAN, where stored content can
be available. On the other hand, in order to support
the playout of live content, IP streaming through the
LAN has also been included. This is possible thanks to
the current cheap enough commercial switches, which
provide the required bandwidth in the LAN environ-
ment without further issues. Moreover, an additional
device is also required in order to stream (and option-
ally transcode) the content through the LAN.

2.2 Sync Strategies and Previous Related
Work

In this Subsection, a brief description of existing sync
strategies and previous related works, based on the use
of low-cost devices, are presented.

2.2.1 Sync strategies

Regarding sync control strategies, there are two differ-
ent types: centralized and distributed strategies [17].
On the one hand, two different centralized schemes
can be adopted: the Master/Slave scheme (M/S, here-
after) and the Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS,
hereafter). The M/S scheme involves one of the play-
out devices becoming the sync reference by provid-
ing its own playout timing as the reference. It should
provide the remaining involved playout devices (i.e.,
the slaves) with the necessary information to let them
make appropriate playout adjustments to achieve accu-
rate sync. In the SMS scheme, there is an independent
device (the maestro device) in charge of receiving tim-
ing information from all the playout devices, process-
ing it and sending them a reference playout timing to
make the appropriate adjustments. On the other hand,

the Distributed Control Scheme (DCS, hereafter) im-
plies that all the involved playout devices exchange
their timing data. When a playout device has collected
the timing information from the rest of devices, it will
process it and calculate the reference playout timing
to make its own playout adjustments. For the SMS
and DCS schemes, the timing reference can be com-
puted by adopting different criteria. For example, it
could be the playout timing of the most lagged or ad-
vanced device, or the mean value of the timing for the
involved devices. In the case of the M/S scheme, it is
the playout timing of the master device. An extended
explanation of these types of sync control schemes
and criteria for selecting the reference can be found in
[17, 18]. In [18], authors provide an exhaustive quali-
tative comparison between centralized and distributed
sync control schemes when used for inter-destination
media synchronization, considering some key factors,
such as robustness, scalability, traffic overhead, flexi-
bility, location of control nodes, interactivity, consis-
tency, causality, fairness, coherence, and security.

2.2.2 Previous works

In [19], a videowall control system based on server vir-
tualization is proposed. The Synchronized Multimedia
Integration Language (SMIL [20]) is used to manage
the metadata associated to the spatial layout of the me-
dia content, as well as for temporal sync. However,
no results regarding sync performance are provided.
Similarly, in [21]] a videowall system based on a vir-
tual machine is described. In that virtual machine, the
content to be played in the tiled display is hosted. The
virtual machine, which runs in an Intel Core i7 CPU
and 12GB of RAM computer, generates and encodes
the streams. Raspberry Pi (abbreviated as RPi, here-
after) devices are connected to the involved displays.
Unfortunately, sync performance results are not pro-
vided either.

In [16], a low-cost videowall system based on RPi
is proposed. It adopts a M/S sync scheme between
the displays and the system can also be configured via
web. In that work, according to their authors, accu-
rate sync is achieved but no rigorous measurements are
provided. Unlike the system proposed in this paper,
functionalities such as live content, playlist configu-
ration, display rotation, warp distribution or the defi-
nition of different and independent video sections are
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not implemented nor described in that paper.
The RPi-based videowall systems presented in [22–

24] support warp distribution and also implement sync
mechanisms, but they do not allow display rotation
or dynamic/remote web-based configuration. None of
these works provide sync performance results and do
not explicitly indicate which sync control scheme they
use, although it can be deducted that they are adopt-
ing a M/S sync scheme. On the one hand, the systems
proposed in [22, 23] do not support image slideshow,
playlist generation, live content playout or video sec-
tions. In particular, in [23] the videowall configuration
is described in a text file. When a configuration modi-
fication is performed, a reboot of the involved devices
is required, or they are forced to re-read that text file.
In that paper, although RPi devices are also adopted
to play the content in each display, the adoption of a
more powerful computer as the control device is rec-
ommended, resulting in an increase in the cost of the
system. On the other hand, in [24] nothing about those
features is said, so authors cannot make any statement
about its inclusion.

In [25] a sync method is proposed for irregular
screen systems (which can be directly applied to warp
-or mosaic- distributed videowalls). An SMS scheme
is adopted and, in order to predict the individual play-
out latency for every involved device, machine learn-
ing techniques are used by the maestro device (re-
quiring high processing power). For that purpose, the
playout devices must send feedback messages to the
maestro device including data regarding their decod-
ing rate (or speed). A very accurate sync level is
achieved (less than 10ms, as stated by the authors in
that work), however, the experimental results are car-
ried out with up to 12 displays and computers with
higher performance specifications (e.g., i3, i5 and i7
CPUs) and more expensive than the ones that are pro-
posed to be used in the architecture presented in this
work.

A different work, presented in [26], proposes an
SMS control scheme based on the use of a control
server that gathers the V-Sync generating time of all
the playout devices and predicts the timing of the ver-
tical sync signals of each involved rendering device.
Authors in that work claim to achieve a sync level of
less than 1 frame.

Regarding other types of sync mechanisms, authors
in this work know the sync approaches presented in

[27–29], nonetheless, their discussion has not been
included in this section, as their scope (i.e. second
screen experiences while consuming TV content) is
not the same as the one in this work.

To sum up, Table I presents a qualitative comparison
between the related works described in this Section
and the videowall system proposed in this paper. The
adopted criteria to specify the comparison have been
some features that authors consider as relevant, since
authors have not found any previous work including
a similar explicit comparison or defining any stan-
dardized criteria, specifications or functionalities used
for making such a comparison. The selected features
are the ability to divide the videowall into video sec-
tions; the support of streaming technologies; the inclu-
sion and explanation of the proposed sync mechanism;
warp distribution support; the generation of playlists;
the support to dynamically change the videowall num-
ber of involved displays; the web-based configuration
or the inclusion of a prototype. A tick (V) means that
a specific functionality is implemented and a cross (X)
means that the work does not include the functionality
or that there is not enough information in the corre-
sponding paper to assert its implementation.

III. PROPOSED DESIGN

In this section, the functionalities and the architecture
design (including both hardware and SOFTWARE
components) of the proposed system are presented.

3.1 Functionalities

In the proposed scalable system, any possible combi-
nation of the displays can be selected: a warp distri-
bution, a mosaic distribution or a combination of both;
either grouping some of the displays together to play-
out different media contents (i.e., with different vide-
owall sections) or grouping all together playing out
the same video, becoming a seamless larger display,
as shown in (Figure 1).

Through an embedded web service, the videowall
system can be locally or remotely managed and cus-
tomized, by defining one or several sections and se-
lecting the content (TV, video, picture, etc.) to be
played out in each of them, whatever the videowall
configuration is. This management service also allows
the programming or time scheduling of independent
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Table 1. Related Work Functionalities comparison

Compared Multiple IP Warp Playlist Dynamic Web-based Prototype
Work Video Streaming Sync Distribution &Content Configuration Configuration /Results

Sections Scheduling Configuration
i2CAT [16] X V V X X V V V

Kwang-Yong et al. [19] X V V X X V X X
Bundulis et al. [21] X V X X X V X V

Pi Wall [22] X X V V X X X V
Alabdulsalam et al. [23] X V V V V X X X

Mihalopoulos [24] X X V V X X X V
Shin et al. [25] X V V V X V X V

J. Kanda et al. [26] X X V X X X X V
Proposed System V V V V V V V V

playout sessions in each defined section of the vide-
owall. Video or image playlists can be created and se-
lected to configure a set of media content to be played
out consecutively. Additionally, media content can
also be configured to be played in loop or at a spe-
cific time. Additionally, the source of audio to be con-
nected to the videowall speakers can also be selected
(explained in the next Subsection).

Regarding the available contents, as previously
mentioned, they can be stored or live (i.e., broadcasted
TV or broadband content). Stored contend can be lo-
cally available in local media units (e.g., a hard drive
disk or HDD) or they can be remotely available (e.g.,
in the cloud). In both cases, media contents must be
reachable by every low-cost display device involved
in the system. In order to support live content, an IP
streaming service is included.

Furthermore, the system has been designed to en-
able scalable videowall configurations (e.g., useful
when a user wants to enlarge the videowall). For in-
stance, if a new row or column of displays are added
to the videowall, this can be easily managed by using
the web service. The end-user is not required to be
an expert, as the only steps to follow are: 1) copy the
HDD disk (or SD card, when RPis are used) image
from an already configured low-cost rendering device
to the disk (or SD card, when RPis are used) of the new
ones (one per additional display); 2) setup the IP con-
figuration correctly for each new device, and connect
them to the corresponding display and to the videowall
LAN; and 3) configure the videowall system accord-
ingly, through the web service by using any Internet

browser (explained in Section IV).

3.2 Architecture Design

The architecture proposed for the videowall consists
of two parts: hardware and software (see (Figure 2)),
each with its elements or modules. In this section, both
parts are described.

3.2.1 Hardware part of the architecture

In order to manage and control the playout on the dis-
plays involved in the videowall system, the use of low-
cost commercially available hardware devices and a
private high-speed LAN scenario are proposed. In to-
tal, there are as many low-cost devices (named ren-
der devices) as displays. The video output of each
render device is connected to the video input of each
display. Moreover, an additional device has been in-
cluded, called Videowall Content Provider Unit (ab-
breviated as VCPU, hereafter). Render devices and the
VCPU are interconnected through an IP network.

(Figure 2) shows an overview of the hardware com-
ponents for a generic MxN videowall system in a mo-
saic distribution. In that figure, the system hardware
consists of MxN displays, each with its render device,
the VCPU, an IP network and an external user-device,
such as a smartphone, laptop or PC, with a browser
and IP-based connectivity to the VCPU. In the follow-
ing lines some of the main involved hardware devices
are described.

The maximum resolution of the video that can be
played in the overall videowall system will depend on
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the maximum resolution of the portion that each ren-
der device is able to render and the number of render
devices in each row and column.

Videowall Content Provider Unit (VCPU) The
VCPU hosts the web-based management service and
provides the media content to the system through the
videowall’s private LAN. It can be connected, if re-
quired, to any local or external storage unit via USB
or via IP. If the content is stored anywhere (e.g., in the
cloud), it will download it in advance and store it to
make it reachable by the render devices through the
videowall’s wired LAN.

The VCPU also receives the TV broadcasted con-
tent and streams it to the render devices, when live TV
content is selected. To receive it, a DVB-T/S receiver
(e.g., USB or PCI card) will be used.

In order to allow remote configuration and manage-
ment of the videowall, when needed, the VCPU can be
connected to a Wi-fi Access Point (local access) or to
the Internet through another public interface/network
(worldwide access).

Display Render Device Every render device is con-
nected to its corresponding display (e.g., via HDMI)
and to the videowall’s LAN (e.g., through a switch).
Regarding the IP interconnection, all the involved de-
vices can be set up with static IP addresses in an IP
private network (e.g., the 192.168.0.0/16 network).

On the one hand, in order to easily identify the in-
volved render devices in a videowall system with a
mosaic distribution, the IP address of each render de-
vice can be configured, as e.g., 192.168.X.Y, where,
for simplicity, X can be the row number and Y can be
the column number (starting from the top left corner of
the videowall). This type of configuration makes the
management of the videowall system easier, although
random IP addresses can also be assigned since the
number of each render device and the assigned IP ad-
dress are stored in a configuration database in order
to identify them (see Section IV). Taking advantage
of the use of this database, in videowall systems with
warp distributions, the IP address assignment can fol-
low any logic.

Electronic Circuit for Audio Output Selection In
order to manage and select the audio output of the sys-
tem speakers, a simple electronic circuit has been de-

signed. This circuit is known as a summing amplifier
circuit (shown in Figure 2), where the output voltage is
proportional to the sum of the input voltages. In partic-
ular, two independent circuits are needed for each au-
dio channel (Left and Right). As an example, an MxN
videowall would require MxN audio outputs. By us-
ing the summing amplifier circuit, the output of each
render device is connected to the corresponding (left
and right) audio input channel of the circuit. Each cir-
cuit has (MxN)+1 impedances, whose value (r) is not
significant as long as they are all the same in the whole
circuit. This implies that no amplification nor attenu-
ation will affect the audio signals. Through the man-
agement web service, the audio output of the speakers
of the videowall can be selected, in order to choose
which of the sound outputs will be unmuted (the rest
will remain muted).

Moreover, multiplexors could also be used in order
to have more than one group of speakers available, so
many audio outputs could be redirected to a different
specific group of speakers (or audio interfaces, such
as Bluetooth or radio output channels). This enhance-
ment has been left for further work. It can be inter-
esting, for instance, in videowalls located in public
venues (e.g., airports) in which several videos are be-
ing played out. This way, a user could choose the au-
dio track of the specific video she/he is mainly watch-
ing by, e.g., tuning the appropriate radio channel in its
own device.

Use of low-cost devices The cost of the hardware of
the videowall mainly includes the costs of the screens
(the most important part, depending on their size and
features), the cost of the speakers (including the elec-
tronic circuit for audio selection), the cost of the in-
frastructure to attach the screens in the desired distri-
bution (mosaic, warp or hybrid), the cost of one render
device per screen, the cost of the VCPU, a Digital TV
receiver card, and the cost of the networking equip-
ment.

By using low-cost devices, a more affordable vide-
owall system can be obtained. For example, RPis can
be used as render devices. The need of processing re-
sources and memory requirements in the VCPU is not
significantly affected by the size of the videowall (i.e.,
the number of tiles). Its main function is to configure
and control the videowall through a web service, re-
gardless its size. On the one hand, for stored content,
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Figure 2. General overview of the proposed hardware architecture (top) and the involved software modules (bottom)
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it only provides the render devices with the network
path to the content (e.g., in a local media server or in
the VCPU itself), which can be prepared or processed
(e.g., to be rotated or divided in tiles, if needed) in ad-
vance. On the other hand, for live content, it receives,
transcodes and streams it to a multicast address, inde-
pendently to the number of tiles in the section it is sent
to. A low-cost mini-PC can be used as VCPU. For
receiving broadcast TV content, a DVB-T receiver is
needed (e.g., a cheap DTV USB receiver) 5. Regard-
ing the networking equipment, only LAN equipment
would be required. A simple 100Base-T switch with a
number of ports higher than the number of devices to
be networked could suffice. If more bitrate is needed
for some device (e.g., for a media server, if included)
a switch with 1000Base-T ports could be used. For
wireless access (if needed, for wireless management),
just a cheap WiFi Access Point would be needed. Fi-
nally, in case remote configuration and control of the
videowall is needed, the VCPU would need an ex-
ternal connection (e.g., to the Internet). Notice that,
as time goes by, these needed components are getting
cheaper.

In Subsubsection 5.1.1 the description of the cheap
hardware components selected for the implemented
prototypes is provided.

3.2.2 Software part of the architecture

In this sub-section, the involved software components
are explained. Figure 2 bottom shows the involved
software modules needed to implement the proposed
videowall system, in both render devices and VCPU.
In the following lines, all these modules are explained
but the Videowall Control Service Module, which, due
to its relevance, is explained in more detail in Sec-
tion IV. The modules are described in this order: first,
common modules for render devices and VCPU; then,
the modules which are only set in the VCPU; and fi-
nally, the modules which only involve the render de-
vices.

Operating System (OS) On the one hand, the OS
running in the render devices is very important and
should be analyzed when implementing the proposed
system. It will determine the kind of software com-
ponents they can run. Most of the low-cost devices
currently on the market can run Linux-based OSs. For

example, if RPi devices are used, a Debian-based OS
called Raspbian 6 can be installed. On the other hand,
the VCPU is a computer and could run any OS for PC
(e.g., Linux, MS Windows. . . ).

Communication Module This module also involves
both render device and VCPU. In the VCPU, the web
configuration service is hosted. A communication
channel will be established between each render de-
vice and the VCPU (between their Communication
Modules).

When a render device boots, it will remain wait-
ing for a message from the VCPU, depending on the
videowall system configuration or setup. Through the
established communication channel (i.e., in a unicast
way), three different types of text messages, starting
with “VIDEO”, “AUDIO” or “IMAGE” words, can
be received, depending on the nature of the content
to be played out. Following these words, some pa-
rameters are provided in each message, delimited by
the ‘%’ character. When receiving VIDEO or IMAGE
messages, if the involved render devices are playing a
different content, they will stop that playout and start
playing the new content at the indicated instant.

• Video-related messages: The format of the video
related messages is the following:

”VIDEO%uri%X1%Y1%X2%Y2%position
%multicast ip:port% time%master”

The uri parameter contains the Universal Re-
source Identifier (URI) of local or remote con-
tent, or a live stream’s IP multicast address (e.g.,
rtp://239.1.1.9:5004). X1 and Y1 parameters repre-
sent coordinates indicating the top left corner of the
video content to be played, while X2 and Y2 parame-
ters represent the coordinates of the bottom right cor-
ner of the video content to be played. The position pa-
rameter indicates where the content should be played
(L, R, T, B or C values, for left, right, top, bottom,
or center, respectively). It allows the adjustment of
the content portion’s position in the displays for spe-
cific cases. Examples of these cases are peripheral
displays of the videowall system or in warp displays
distribution videowalls, where the displayed content
may not occupy 100% of the display (i.e., full screen).
The multicast ip:port parameter includes the multicast
IP address and port number to be used by the sync
messages exchange process (explained in Section IV).
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The time parameter contains the NTP-formatted in-
stant (according to the global clock reference) when
the playout should be started. This latter parameter
has been included to force all the involved displays to
start their playout at exactly the same time (according
to their global time clock reference). The master pa-
rameter is a boolean variable to indicate whether a par-
ticular render device holds the master role or not (this
is explained in Section IV in more detail). For exam-
ple, for a mosaic 2x3 videowall system composed of 6
displays with an aspect ratio of 16:9, the message that
the top right display (with the 192.168.1.3 IP address)
will receive, if the whole videowall plays a 1920x1080
resolution video, could be:

”VIDEO%http://192.168.0.2/media/video1.mp4
%1280%0%1920%960%L%239.0.0.15:5004

%3701255471291907022%false”

• Audio-related messages: The format of the audio-
related messages is the following:

“AUDIO%action”

The action parameter can contain values such as
mute, unmute or volume:value, in order to switch of-
f/on the audio of each render device or to change the
volume, respectively.

• Image-related messages: The format of the image-
related messages is the following:

“IMAGE%uri%X1%Y1%X2%Y2%position%time”

The uri parameter will contain the URI where the
picture is (locally or remotely) located, and X1, Y1, X2,
Y2, position and time will have the same meaning as in
the video-related messages. In this case, as the content
to be displayed is a static image in a videowall section
(or maybe in the whole videowall system), there is no
need to implement sync mechanisms. It will only be
necessary to sync the instant (according to the global
clock reference) when the image will be displayed.

Global Time Modules To get accurate inter-device
sync, all the playout processes in each render device
should follow a common global clock reference (pro-
vided by a local Clock Server as, e.g. a local NTP
server), and an appropriate inter-device sync mecha-
nism.

In the proposed system, every rrender device should
have its internal clock synchronized through a Global
Time Client module connected to a Global Time Server
module located in the VCPU (e.g., a Network Time
Protocol or NTP server [30] or Precision Time Pro-
tocol or PTP server [31]). In the presented low-cost
design, the use of NTP is proposed, since the accuracy
that can be achieved in LAN environments by using a
local NTP server meets the videowall system require-
ments. Moreover, it does not require any specific hard-
ware, unlike in PTP, which would increase the cost of
the system.

Content Management Module This module, as
seen in Figure 2 bottom, is only set in the VCPU. To
allow the use of stored contents, the videowall system
can include a local or remote media unit. Then, an
FTP server module can be enabled (e.g., in the VCPU
if local disc is used) to manage the stored contents.
Different permissions can also be set for each autho-
rized user, and, depending on the permission level,
each user will access only to some specific folders.
This way, authorized users will only access to their as-
sociated media content when configuring the content
to be displayed in the different sections of the vide-
owall.

Additionally, if there is a content stored in a remote
resource (i.e., in the cloud), when it is selected to be
played out in a section, it has to be previously down-
loaded and stored. For this, a media downloader ele-
ment has also been included in this module.

Modules for Live Content On the one hand, in or-
der to receive and prepare the live TV broadcasted
content, a DVB-T/S decoder module should be in-
cluded in the VCPU. Additionally, an IP streamer
module is needed to stream broadcast TV content (and
transcode it, if necessary) to the render devices (e.g.,
via multicast RTP [32]) through the LAN. On the
other hand, the players in the render devices are also
required to be able to receive and decode streamed
(RTP) content. Regarding live content (not only
broadcast, but also broadband content), render devices
are agnostic from the source or delivery technology
providing the content, as long as the VCPU is capable
of converting it to IP multicast RTP-based streams.
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Media Player In order to select the most suitable
media player to be run in each render device, play-
ers including inter-device sync mechanisms or players
that can be extended to include them, when devices are
connected to an IP network, should be considered.

Playout Manager This module is in charge of
launching the media player and managing the media
content to be played in it, according to the messages
received from the VCPU.

Sync Manager In order to achieve accurate sync,
one of the aforementioned sync control schemes (i.e.,
M/S, SMS or DCS) and strategies for selecting the
timing reference and playout adjustment techniques
should be adopted. If the M/S scheme is adopted, one
of the render devices of each videowall section will be-
have as the master device, send its own playout timing
information to the other render devices that will act
as slaves. The slave render devices will adjust their
playout process to achieve sync with the one of the
master render device. Similarly, if the SMS scheme
is adopted, the sync reference should be computed by
an external entity (e.g., the VCPU) from data gath-
ered from all the render devices. That entity will send
the reference to all of them to force the appropriate
playout adjustments. Finally, if the DCS scheme is
adopted, the sync reference will be computed by each
render device from data gathered from all the other
render devices. Independently of the adopted sync
scheme, the sync control information should be ex-
changed between the devices in each section via mul-
ticast to be bandwidth effective.

If any asynchrony situation is detected by the sync
manager module of a render device, it will adjust its
video playout process. An asynchrony situation is
detected when the playout process of a render de-
vice is advanced or lagged regarding the playout pro-
cess of the received or calculated sync reference in
the same section, exceeding a configured asynchrony
threshold. Every time an asynchrony situation is de-
tected and processed, this module will send the media
player the corresponding type and magnitude of the
playout adjustment to be carried out in order to cor-
rect it. Two types of adjustment to achieve sync can
be performed: aggressive (skips and pauses, -S&P-
) or smooth (Adaptive Media Playout, AMP [9]) ad-
justments. On the one hand, S&P adjustments consist

of skips or pauses in the playout processes, when the
playout timing reference (i.e., master render device
playout timing) is advanced or lagged exceeding the
configured threshold, respectively. These adjustments
are more noticeable and may result annoying for users.
On the other hand, AMP adjustments consist of mod-
ifying the playout rate by increasing or decreasing it
during a small interval of time, in order to reach the
playout timing reference. This type of adjustments is
less noticeable and, therefore, less annoying for users
[9].

The selection or comparison of different schemes
for sync control or techniques for sync reference se-
lection or for playout adjustments in these types of
systems is out of the scope of this paper. In order to
validate the proposed architecture, in the implemented
prototype presented in Section V, a simple M/S sync
control scheme and both types of playout adjustments
have been included. It has been chosen because, ac-
cording to the work presented in [18], that scheme can
provide the best performance in terms of scalability,
traffic overhead and interactivity (low delays) when
used for inter-destination media synchronization pur-
poses.

Database Module In order to store all the regis-
tered users’ relevant information, a user database is
included. Parameters such as the login credentials
or the user’s profile are stored in it. For instance, a
SQL-based Server can be set into the VCPU to store
this information, which will be consulted to enable (or
disable) the different implemented functionalities, de-
pending on the user’s permissions.

Additionally, to save the different possible configu-
rations (e.g., playlists, time scheduling, etc.) for a de-
termined videowall system, an additional database is
also included to store this information (configuration
database).

Web Server The Web Server module hosts the web-
based control and management service module.

Control and Management Service Module Due to
the importance of this module, it is explained in detail
in the following Section. This module and the previous
one (Web Server) contribute to meet two of the initial
requirements for the proposed system that were: 1) to
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provide a multi-platform/device access to the configu-
ration of the complete system and 2) to enable remote
configuration.

IV. WEB-BASED MANAGEMENT SER-
VICE

In this section, the developed web-based Videowall
Control Service Module (abbreviated as VCSM, here-
after) is explained. The used technology to implement
the VCSM is HTML5. This way, end-users do not
need to install any third-party dependency or a specific
application but a web browser.

A user access control mechanism has been included,
so different users with different roles can access the
videowall system with different configuration rights.
An Administrator user (with Admin profile) has been
set in order to manage the whole videowall system,
as well as being able to add, modify or delete any
other user and the associated profiles. Some ordinary
users (i.e. users without full administration rights) will
have permission to access and play a particular content
while other users will not be able to even access the
path where that content is stored.

Once the credentials have been provided through a
login screen, another screen with up to four menu op-
tions will appear, depending on the user’s role. This
screen includes videowall distribution and displays
configuration options (only for the users with Ad-
min profile), such as management options and, overall
videowall configuration. Moreover, this screen also
includes another option available for all users to select
content.

4.1 User With Admin Profile

The videowall system can be configured in either mo-
saic or warp distribution. Figure 3a and Figure 3b
show the general configuration screen of the videowall
system with both distributions. Only the users with
Admin profile can access to this screen. The sync pa-
rameters (explained later in Section V) can also be
configured, i.e., the master render device transmission
interval of its playout timing information, the asyn-
chrony threshold value and the guard interval period.

Regarding the mosaic distribution (MxN), the num-
ber of horizontal (M) and vertical (N) displays can be
selected. Regarding videowall systems with warp dis-

tribution, the displays can be added one by one by just
indicating their size and number. They can be dragged
and dropped in a panel, as well as setting a rotation an-
gle for each one in order to set them as they physically
are in the videowall system. This way, displays can be
independently selected, and their individual properties
can be modified (i.e., size, position or rotation).

Moreover, users with an Admin profile can access to
a configuration menu where the user’s properties are
managed (Figure 3c). The users with Admin profile
can add, modify or delete other users of the system.
Moreover, the user’s profile is also set.

4.2 Ordinary Users

Users with an ordinary role can only access to a menu
where the video sections, the configuration of play-
out schedules or playlists and the available content for
them can be selected. Figure 4 top shows the screen
with the videowall system distribution once it has been
previously configured by a user with Admin profile (in
this example, a 2x3 mosaic distribution), where any
of the involved displays in the videowall sections can
be selected. Additionally, Figure 4 bottom shows dif-
ferent section configurations for a 2x3 mosaic vide-
owall: 1) shows a 2x3 section; 2) shows a 2x2 and a
2x1 sections; 3) shows two 1x2 and a 2x1 sections and
4) shows three 2x1 sections.

Sections in a mosaic distribution can be easily cre-
ated selecting the top left and bottom right displays de-
limiting the section (in this order) by left clicking on it
with the mouse. Then, stored or live content can be se-
lected to be played out in that section (buttons “Select
stored content” or “Select live content”, respectively).
A pop-up screen will show the available contents to be
selected. Additionally, the end user can select which
render device to listen to (button “Select audio”), and
the rest of the render devices will remain muted. The
audio of the render device with the lower IP address
(usually the one in the left top corner, in a mosaic vide-
owall or the first one added in a warp distribution) is
selected by default.

In case the videowall system follows a warp distri-
bution, the involved displays in each videowall section
must be selected one by one. Then, the video section
is specified, and the selection of the media content can
be configured similarly to the mosaic distribution con-
figuration steps.
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In this screen, there are also control buttons regard-
ing the videowall system playout (i.e., Play and Stop
buttons), as well as three additional options: “Sched-
ule configuration”, “Load Configuration” and “Reset”:

• Schedule configuration: allows the videowall sys-
tem to be set automatically by creating a playlist.
This way, different configurations can be tempo-
rally presented in the videowall by playing out
media content consecutively. That is, the vide-
owall system can be configured in different sec-
tions with different media content, that will be
shown automatically and continuously since the
configured date and time for the first media con-
tent in the playlist. Besides, in this section in-
dependent media content can also be configured
to be played in loop (this can be understood as a
particular type of playlist). To create a playlist (or
schedule media content in loop), a new event (i.e.,
scheduled content) can be added in this configu-
ration menu. Additionally, date and time informa-
tion, and the corresponding video section is also
selected. This information is stored in the config-
uration database.

• Load configuration: this option lets the user select
and load one of the stored configurations in the
system. Once a configuration is loaded, the VCPU
controls the changes in content’s playout in each
section of the videowall, depending on the time of
the day.

• Reset: This option allows users to reset the vide-
owall system’s playout and the loaded configu-
ration. It stops all the current playout processes
and clears the videowall configuration. This func-
tionality can be used, e.g., when a new display is
added to the videowall system.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, the implemented RPi-based prototypes,
the included own sync mechanism and its configura-
tion parameters, the followed evaluation methodology
and the obtained results of both objective and subjec-
tive evaluations are presented.

5.1 Implemented Prototypes

In order to validate the proposed videowall system,
two different prototypes have been implemented, one

for the objective evaluation and another one for the
subjective evaluation process. On the one hand, a 4x4
mosaic videowall system (using all the RPi 3 7 devices
available at our lab) has been implemented for the ob-
jective assessment process, in order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed system in a quite large
configuration. As the goal was to assess the achieved
sync level, displays have not been fixed to any struc-
ture and 16 displays in a lab room in the author’s Uni-
versity Campus have been used. On the other hand,
for the subjective evaluation process a portable 2x3
mosaic videowall system has been implemented. The
main reason for choosing such a small system is that it
should be moved to be assessed in different locations
of interest in the Campus. At the research group, only
a structure for a small 2x3 videowall was available and
it was adapted to a platform with wheels. Figure 5
shows the two implemented systems. Later, in Subsec-
tion 5.3, more pictures of the portable 2x3 videowall
are provided.

5.1.1 Involved hardware

Up to sixteen displays have been used in order to im-
plement the two aforementioned videowall systems.
Therefore, sixteen render devices have been config-
ured and connected, in addition to a VCPU, a LAN
switch and a laptop as the end-user’s device. Addi-
tionally, during the subjective evaluation, participants
have used their own desktop computers or personal de-
vices. As low-cost render device and VCPU devices,
16 RPi Model 3B and an Intel NUC device (with an
N3050 processor, 4GB RAM and Ubuntu 14.04 OS)
have been chosen, respectively. The WinTV Nova-T
USB dongle has been used as the DVB-T receiver. The
involved displays are 16x Samsung S22D300Hy (22”)
and 6x LG M2432 (24”). Moreover, for connectivity
purposes, a 100Mbps D-Link switch and a 300Mbps
TP-Link wireless router have been used.

5.1.2 Involved software

In this sub-section the involved software for the imple-
mented prototype is explained.

Media Players Regarding the media players, two
different tools have been included: one to play video
contents and another one to view images. Regarding
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Figure 3. Mosaic (a), warp (b) distributed videowall configuration screen and users configuration screen (c)China Communications 15



Figure 4. Videowall configuration and content selection screen (top) and different examples of section configurations for a
2x3 videowall (bottom)
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Figure 5. 4x4 (top) and 2x3 (bottom) implemented vide-
owall systems for the objective and subjective evaluation,
respectively

the video player, as RPi devices were selected as ren-
der devices, two different options were initially con-
sidered: the use of the player and sync modules of the
Gstreamer framework [33] and the use of the OMX-
Player player [34]. First, the Gstreamer framework
was installed in the render devices, as the authors al-
ready had some experience with this framework in
Linux-based systems and with inter-device/destination
media sync mechanisms [35]. However, after in-
stalling the latest version of the framework, the play-
out performance was not as good as expected in the
RPis and authors could not make the videowall sys-
tem work properly (as improving Gstreamer function-
alities for this specific purpose is out of the scope of
this work). Secondly, OMXPlayer player [34] was
tested, and it provided a good performance. Conse-
quently, it has been selected as the video player for
the prototype of the proposed videowall system. This
player has been designed specifically for the RPi de-
vice and optimizes the video player’s resources by na-
tively using the hardware decoding for H.264 streams.
To achieve sync, a Python library 8 has been used to
control the playout processes through a communica-
tion bus called Desktop Bus 9 (D-BUS). One drawback
was found to be that the OMXPlayer does not include
the option of playing out content with a rotation angle
different from 90, 180 or 270 degrees. So, in order
to enable this feature in videowalls with warp distri-
bution, an ffmpeg 10 -based script has been developed.
This script creates copies of the available content with
the necessary rotation angles, which have been pre-

viously indicated when customizing and configuring
the distribution of the videowall system. This script
is run once a videowall system with warp distribution
has been set up and new content to be displayed on it
is uploaded.

Regarding the image viewer, a Python-based appli-
cation has been developed. This way, each render de-
vice gets the selected image and is capable of cropping
it and showing the selected region in full screen mode.

Global Time Server & Client As the Global Time
Server, the ntpd daemon 11 has been installed in the
VCPU. This way, it can be queried by render devices
to get a global and common time reference. Regarding
the render devices, NTP support has to be enabled by
installing the package ntp 12.

IP Streaming of Live TV Content TheDVBlast
open-source network streamer 13 software has been in-
stalled in the VCPU in order to receive, decode and
stream the live TV broadcasted content. This way,
broadcast TV content can be streamed (via multicast
RTP/UDP/IP) through the private LAN to the group of
render devices of the corresponding section. There-
fore, in this case, those render devices are only re-
quired to decode RTP content, which is a feature of
the chosen OMXPlayer.

Web Server In order to host the VCSM, an Apache
14 web server has been set in the VCPUU.

FTP Server The vsftpd daemon 15 has been installed
in the VCPU. After its installation and configuration,
authorized users can upload any media content, to spe-
cific folders, depending on their privileges or permis-
sions.

Content The selected live content (Spanish DVB-T
1080p TV channels) has a framerate of 25 fps, which
implies one frame every 40ms. Additionally, regard-
ing the available stored content, RPi devices support
up to 1920x1080 pixels resolution content each, so
higher resolution content can be played out in the vide-
owall section if it is previously prepared and cropped
in portions with that maximum resolution. Addition-
ally, stored content with different aspect ratio have
been selected (e.g., 16:9 for 4x4, 3x3, 2x2 sections,
16:18 for 4x2, 2x1 sections, 24:9 for 2x3 sections or
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32:9 for 2x4, 1x2 sections), in order to test that the
proposed system automatically fits the media content
in the whole displays of each section as long as the as-
pect ratio is maintained; or places the presented con-
tent in the corresponding part of the displays (i.e., left,
right, top or bottom side) when it does not fit in all the
displays of the whole section.

Data Server In order to store the registered users
and the custom configurations of each user, sqlite3 16

has been used as the SQL-based server in the VCPU.

Communication Modules To establish the required
communication channel, the WebSocket technology
[36] has been adopted (as an IETF standard, any mod-
ern browser should support this technology 17).

5.1.3 Implemented Sync mechanism

In the prototypes, an M/S-based sync control scheme
and both S&P and AMP playout adjustment tech-
niques have been chosen and implemented just for val-
idation purpose. As mentioned before, the reason for
choosing it is that it provides the best performance in
terms of scalability, traffic overhead and interactivity
(low delays) [18]. Moreover, it does not require any
additional module or entity to calculate the achieved
sync level, thus allowing to lower the overall cost of
the implemented system. As mentioned before, the
comparison of different solutions for playout synchro-
nization is out of the scope of the paper. In each video
section there will be one render device holding the
master role and the other render devices in that sec-
tion will hold the slave role.

The implemented sync mechanism in the proto-
type involves two steps, an initial playout sync and a
smooth sync during the playout. The initial sync en-
ables all the render devices to start the media playout
processes at the same instant. The smooth sync dur-
ing the playout allows monitoring the asynchronies
between the playout processes of the render devices
and correcting them when needed. These two tasks are
performed by the sync manager in each render device
(Figure 6).

Initial Playout Sync When the involved render de-
vices receive a message from the videowall control and
management service, indicating the start of video or

images playout, this order includes the instant when
the playout must start (according to the global time
clock reference). Therefore, if all the involved RPi
have their internal clocks synchronized with the global
time clock server, all of them will start its playout at
the same time (i.e., synchronously).

Smooth Sync during the Playout As the proposed
system can handle both live and (locally or remotely)
stored media content, two different sync mechanisms
have been designed.

Stored content smooth playout sync
In the previous prototype [8], in order to synchro-

nize the playout processes of each RPi and the in-
volved instances of the OMXPlayer, a Python-based
sync module, called pyOmxSync 18, based on the use
of a Python-based sync library from a third-party so-
lution, was adopted. However, in order to enhance
the stability and accuracy of the initial system, an-
other sync mechanism has been designed in order to
be compatible with both stored and live content, as the
synchronization achieved by using that Python-based
sync module was a bit unstable and was not intended
to synchronize playout processes of live content. This
new mechanism for the accurate sync of the playout
processes of the involved OMXPlayer instances (when
connected through IP networks), is carried out by fol-
lowing a M/S sync control scheme.

In each videowall section, there is a RPi device
acting as the Master (hereafter called M-RPi). M-
RPiperiodically sends messages with its current play-
out timing information (video playout instant and
global time). These sync messages are sent with a
configurable frequency (e.g., every 1s), by using the
multicast IP address and port selected for each section
of the videowall (see VIDEO message format in Sec-
tion II). As soon as the rest of slave RPi devices (in
the same videowall section and playing out the same
video content) receive the required information from
the M-RPi, they compare it with their own playout tim-
ing information. If the playout asynchrony exceeds a
configured threshold (a.k.a. lower asynchrony thresh-
old), the slave RPi should correct its playout process
with an adjustment. By following the M/S sync con-
trol scheme, the number of tiles minimally affect the
asynchrony mean values and their occurrence.

In the designed sync mechanism, both S&P and
AMP techniques are used. Skips are carried out by
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slave render devices when the calculated asynchrony
value is significantly higher than the configured asyn-
chrony threshold. A higher asynchrony threshold. A
higher asynchrony threshold has been defined (with a
value of, e.g., four times the value of the lower thresh-
old), and when exceeded, a skip in the playout process
will be carried out in order to get in-sync quickly. This
way, noticeable and annoying too long adjustments
will be avoided. However, when detected asynchrony
levels are between both thresholds, only AMP tech-
niques are adopted to get a smooth sync without skips
and pauses, that are more noticeable and annoying.

Just after every adjustment, and once the playout
processes have been successfully synchronized, each
RPi waits a (configurable) guard period to sync again,
in order to achieve a stable playout process before
making another consecutive adjustment. During this
guard period, it will ignore any received sync message
from the M-RPi. Figure 6 presents the flow diagram of
the described synchronization process.

Live content smooth playout sync
In order to adjust the different playout processes

from each RPi and the involved instances of the OMX-
Player when the selected content is live, the OMX-
Player’s source code has been modified to manage
playout timing information. Similarly to the stored
content scenario, the M-RPi sends its playout timing
information to the slave render devices in the same
section via multicast. In this case, in order to achieve
sync, only AMP techniques have been adopted. The
use of S&P techniques can cause buffer underflow and
overflow problems. As the content is live and all the
involved render devices receive the streaming from
the same local source in the LAN (IP streamer in the
VCPU), async values are not extremely high during
the playout, although they are annoying if they are not
corrected. They are not high enough to require aggres-
sive adjustment techniques such as S&P as for stored
content.

Similar to when playing stored content, after every
adjustment, each render device waits a (configurable)
guard period to sync again, discarding any received
message from the M-RPi during that period.

Configuration in the implemented prototypes The
lower asynchrony threshold has been configured to
±60ms to avoid annoying out-of-sync situations be-
tween close displays. Several values have been tested

Figure 6. Flow diagram of the proposed sync mechanism

and this is the lowest one that has been proven to pro-
vide successful accurate sync and stable playout per-
formance when using RPi devices. In a similar way,
the playout timing transmission period has been set
to 240ms and the guard period after a playout adjust-
ment has been set to 1s. After some tests with differ-
ent values, both variables have been configured with
those values to send enough updated information to
the slave render devices (transmission period) and to
have time enough to stabilize the playout process af-
ter an adjustment (guard period). Moreover, the AMP
adjustment technique is performed by increasing/de-
creasing 10% of the playout nominal rate. According
to [37, 38], playout rate variations of up to 25% are not
noticeable by users. The value of 10% has been cho-
sen after testing several values lower than 25% in the
lab. By using that value, playout buffer overflows and
overflows are avoided for live content and it has been
proven to be fast and accurate enough for both types of
contents. Additionally, regarding stored content play-
out, the S&P adjustment technique is performed only
if the asynchrony value exceeds ±180ms (higher asyn-
chrony threshold).
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5.2 Objective Evaluation

Two different cases have been considered to perform
a more rigorous objective evaluation: one involving
live content and another one involving stored content.
Additionally, in the stored content case, the afore-
mentioned sync approach based on the use of a pub-
licly available sync module, pyOmxSync, has also been
used, in order to evaluate the performance improve-
ment in the new version of the prototype regarding
the one in [8] 19, which did not work for live content.
Before measuring the achieved sync level, all the dif-
ferent supported configurations in both 2x3 and 4x4
versions of the videowall (see Figure 1) were visually
tested with both stored and live content in all the possi-
ble combinations of different sections. Figure 9 shows
real photos of some of those tested configurations for
the 2x3 version 20, concretely the ones following some
of the videowall configurations presented in Figure 4.
Particularly in that figure, in 1a) and 1b) a 2x3 section
with stored and live (Spanish Teledeporte TV channel)
content is presented, respectively; in 2) two sections
are defined: a 2x2 section with live content (same TV
channel) and a 2x1 section with stored content are pre-
sented; in 3) two 1x2 sections with stored content and
a 2x1 section with live content (same TV channel) are
presented; and in 4) three 2x1 sections, one with live
content (same TV channel) and the other two sections
with stored content, are presented. Additionally, in 5),
a videowall with warp distribution is shown with a 2x2
and a 2x1 sections, both with stored content. In these
snapshots, it can be seen that in the videowall system
the displays (tiles) involved in each video section are
in-sync, obtaining a seamless larger display for each
section.

Regarding live content, the maximum available
quality from the DVB-T (broadcast) provided chan-
nels in Spain is 1080p and 25fps. However, regard-
ing the stored content case, an 8K 60fps content has
been used in order to test the highest possible quality
that the 4x4 videowall can support, as using 4x4 dis-
plays implies that each render device playouts up to
1080p portions of the content. For such purpose, the
8K content has previously been cropped in 16 portions
of exactly 1920x1080 pixels at 60fps each. In partic-
ular, that content has been obtained from YouTube 21.
The recorded video available in the link provided in
footnote 19 shows the achieved accurate sync in this

videowall configuration.
To evaluate the achieved sync level with each sync

mechanism, ten 5-minute sessions have been carried
out and asynchrony values have been registered during
them in all the involved render devices.

On the one hand, regarding stored content, when the
proposed sync mechanism has been used, the mean
asynchrony value has been 22ms, with a 95% confi-
dence interval (C.I.) of ± 2.89ms (i.e., 95% of the reg-
istered asynchronies are in between 19ms and 25ms).
When using the Python-based sync library from a
third-party solution, the mean asynchrony value has
been 28ms, with a 95% C.I. of ± 7,5ms. On the other
hand, regarding live broadcast content, the achieved
average asynchrony has been a bit higher, 41ms, with
a 95% C.I. of ± 1.81ms (i.e., 95% of the registered
asynchronies are in between 39ms and 43ms). Table
II summarizes the obtained results. It can be observed
that the proposed system achieves accurate sync for
both stored and live content. For stored content the
implemented sync solution reduces the mean value of
the synchrony by 20% regarding the previously used
solution based on the Python-based sync library, and
is also more stable (as shown later). These values
of asynchrony are practically imperceptible to the hu-
man eye, as it can be concluded from the results of the
subjective evaluation, which are presented in the next
Subsection.

During the sessions, unexpected high asynchrony
values have been registered (especially if live content
is selected) in very few occasions, mainly due to the
playout process fluctuations and to their initial playout
start. OMXPlayer buffers the received (live) data until
there is enough content to start the rendering. It can
happen that a a render device starts its playout pro-
cess and right away receives an I-frame. However, an-
other render device can start its playout process a bit
later, missing that I-frame, and must wait to the next
one, which results in a noticeable asynchrony (depend-
ing on the Group of Pictures -GOP- length). There-
fore, render devices may not need to buffer the same
amount of content during all the time and this may
lead to playout asynchronies. These fluctuations are
unexpected and unavoidable, but they are corrected by
the proposed sync mechanism as soon as they are de-
tected.

Additionally, measurements for longer sessions
have been registered, to test the overall behavior of the
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Table 2. Obtained mean asynchrony values and 95% C.I.

Type of content Own sync solution Third-party solution
Stored 22 (±2.89) ms 28 (±7.5) ms

Live (broadcast DVB-T) 41 (±1.81) ms Not suitable

proposed system and the evolution of the sync level.
In order to show the stability of the playout processes
when the sync mechanism proposed in this paper or
the 3rd party sync solution are implemented in the
videowall, Figure 8a is provided. It presents the evo-
lution of the measured asynchrony values by a render
device in a 10-minute session, playing out stored con-
tent and without playout adjustments. It can be ob-
served how, even during stable states of the playout
processes (i.e., when no adjustments are required be-
cause the lower asynchrony threshold is not exceeded),
the registered asynchrony values fluctuate less when
the included sync mechanism is the one proposed in
this paper. More (and wider) fluctuations can be an-
noying and even can lead to false asynchrony detec-
tions and thus, forcing a playout adjustment when it
should not be needed. Moving average graphs of 10
samples have been added to better observe the evolu-
tion in time of the asynchrony when both mechanisms
are implemented.

Additionally, Figure 8b shows the evolution of the
measured asynchrony in one of the 16 render devices
during a 20-minute session playing out live content
and with playout adjustments due to the sync mech-
anism proposed in the paper. In order to not enlarge
the paper with many similar graphs, only this case has
been selected because it shows the worst sync per-
formance. It can be seen how some adjustments are
required (red crosses) to keep the asynchrony values
lower than the lower asynchrony threshold (±60ms).
Note that adjustments in that figure coincide with the
detected (and corrected) asynchrony values exceeding
that threshold. Actually, the detection of those values
of asynchrony exceeding the threshold triggered the
corresponding adjustment processes. In any case, the
asynchrony evolution confirms that the designed sync
mechanism behaves correctly. In this case, also a mov-
ing average graph of 10 samples has been added (black
continuous line) to better observe the evolution in time
of the measured asynchrony.

Figure 8c presents the obtained cumulative fre-
quency distribution (CFD) graph for the three cases:

live content with the proposed sync mechanism, stored
content with the proposed sync mechanism and stored
content with the 3rd party sync solution. It can be ob-
served how asynchrony values are distributed in terms
of probability of occurrence. Asynchrony values are
lower in the stored content case (even lower with the
use of the own sync mechanism) compared to the live
content case, which is logical and expected. For in-
stance, on the one hand, when the stored content is
selected with the proposed sync mechanism, there is
a 90% of probabilities of having asynchronies of, as
maximum, 35ms. Additionally, if the 3rd party sync
solution is adopted, there is a 90% of probabilities of
registering a maximum asynchrony of 40ms. On the
other hand, when live content is selected, the proba-
bility of having, as maximum 40ms, decreases to 70%,
although this is still a satisfactory result.

In conclusion, as seen in this Section, the perfor-
mance of the proposed sync mechanisms in the pro-
posed videowall system can be considered as accurate
enough. The configured lower asynchrony threshold
value has been proven to be low enough to keep play-
out processes within acceptable asynchrony levels and
without negatively affecting the playout processes of
render devices. Fluctuations (or unexpected issues)
have been corrected as soon as they have been de-
tected.

5.3 Subjective Evaluation

In order to subjectively assess the proposed system,
a 2x3 videowall has been implemented and temporar-
ily located in four different places at the authors’ Uni-
versity Campus (one week in each): the information
point, the sports office, the management office and the
library hall. In each place, it has been used by the
workers in those places as an additional tool to provide
information to the students in the Campus. Figure ??
shows images of the videowall system placed in those
four locations.

Specifically, up to 15 participants (composed of
workers from the University Campus, with no rela-
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Figure 7. Images (1-4) of the 2x3 videowall in mosaic distribution following the four section configurations shown in
Figure 4 and an image (5) of the videowall in warp distribution as in the bottom part of Figure 3

tion with the work presented in this paper) have used
the videowall system for one week. 62% of them
were women. Regarding their age, 23% of the par-
ticipants are between 30-39 years old, 54% between
40-49 years old, and the remaining 23% between 50-
59 years old. Only a 30% of the participants have a
technical profile.

Regarding the use of the system, after a 30-minute
training period, they have been able, for one week,
to modify the video sections, the playout processes,
the content selection, to define playlists, etc., as ordi-
nary users. After each week, the participants in each
place, have filled a usability questionnaire and have
answered some questions about the perceived level of
asynchrony.

In order to validate the usability of the web applica-
tion, the System Usability Scale (SUS) test, described
in [39], has been used. It provides a score from 0-
100 points, being 0 points the worst imaginable usabil-
ity score and 100 points the best imaginable usability
score, as defined in [40]. The following list shows the
10 questions of the SUS questionnaire.

• Q1. I think that I would like to use this system

frequently.

• Q2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.

• Q3. I thought the system was easy to use.

• Q4. I think that I would need the support of a
technical person to be able to use this system.

• Q5. I found the various functions in this system
were well integrated.

• Q6. I thought there was too much inconsistency
in this system.

• Q7. I would imagine that most people would learn
to use this system very quickly.

• Q8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.

• Q9. I felt very confident using the system things
before I could get going.

• Q10. I needed to learn a lot of with this system.

Figure 8d summarizes the obtained results. After
analyzing the responses, the obtained usability score
has been of 88.65 with a standard deviation value of
7.68, which can be labelled as excellent according to
[40]. Thus, it can be stated that the web application
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has covered the requirements to be easy to use and in-
tuitive.

Moreover, participants were also asked to score the
perceived level of sync by using the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) [41], and a 5-level Likert-type scale,
where rating 1 means that the system is not synchro-
nized at all and 5 means that the system is perfectly
synchronized. The obtained MOS regarding the per-
ceived sync has been of 4.3 ± a 95% confidence inter-
val of 0.261, which is a very satisfactory value. Notice
that every time the playout in each section of the vide-
owall is started there is a short initial transitional pe-
riod in order to achieve the accurate synchronization
state between displays. During that period there can
exist an asynchrony that can be noticeable for partic-
ipants and might have affected their overall sync per-
ception.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a scalable hardware and software archi-
tecture for tiled display systems, which can be imple-
mented by using low-cost devices (i.e., affordable sys-
tems), together with a dynamic web-based manage-
ment and configuration service have been proposed,
implemented (including an own sync mechanism) and
tested both objectively and subjectively. Mosaic or
warp distributions can be remotely and dynamically
configured through a user-friendly web application,
and for both stored and live content. The embedded
web-based configuration and management service al-
lows a multi-platform/device access to the configura-
tion of the complete system.

Appropriate cheap devices and modules can be se-
lected to get a low-cost system. In order to test the
proposed system, two RPi-based videowall prototypes
have been implemented and both objective and sub-
jective evaluations have been carried out, obtaining
very satisfactory results. On the one hand, the objec-
tive evaluation has been conducted over a 4x4 mosaic
videowall with 8K stored content and DVB-T live con-
tent. The obtained results confirmed the good perfor-
mance of the implemented own sync mechanism (out-
performing another 3rd party solution) and of the over-
all system. On the other hand, the subjective evalua-
tion has been conducted by using a portable 2x3 vide-
owall located in four different places at the authors’
University Campus. The usability of the configuration

service has been rated as excellent and the perceived
asynchrony has been scored as very satisfactory by the
participants in the subjective assessment.

As future work, this videowall system is going to
be continuously revised and updated. Regarding the
possibility of playing remote broadband video con-
tent, authors expect to add the support for HTTP-based
adaptive streaming technologies (such as DASH [42]
or HLS [43]) in future versions. Regarding audio con-
tents, as mentioned, the inclusion of multiplexers will
be studied in order to allow that the different audio
streams (e.g., the associated audio content of each
section of the videowall) can be heard through dif-
ferent output devices (e.g., speakers, wired or wire-
less headphones, etc.), independently. Moreover, cur-
rently, model 4 of the RPi device is already commer-
cially available, with better features and video outputs
being able to render up to 4K video content. They
will be used in future prototypes in order to render
higher resolution videos (e.g., 16K) with less displays
and better performance.

NOTES

1https://www.userful.com/ (last access: July 2022)
2http://www.samsung.com/es/business/solutions-
services/smart-signage-solutions/smart-signage-
solutions/magicinfo-videowall (last access: July
2022)
3http://www.lg.com/us/business/commercial-
display/displays-tvs/video-walls (last access: July
2022)
4In this paper, implemented videowalls using one or
few computers, each with several embedded graphic
cards (with several outputs connected to different
displays), are not considered.
5In this paper, implemented videowalls using one or
few computers, each with several embedded graphic
cards (with several outputs connected to different
displays), are not considered.
6Raspbian is a simplified version of Debian, designed
to run under ARM processors.
https://www.raspberrypi.org/downloads/raspbian/
(last access: July 2022
7Raspberry Pi 3 is a low-cost microcomputer that
offers, among other features: a Fast Ethernet
interface, 802.11n WiFi, open-source software and
hardware decoding of H264 content with 1080p
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Figure 8. Evaluation results
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Figure 9. The 2x3 videowall placed in the sports office (a), the library hall (b), the information point (c) and the management
office (d) from the participants point of view

resolution content.
8OMXPlayer for Pyhton. Official Repository:
https://github.com/willprice/python-omxplayer-
wrapper (last access: July 2022)
9https://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/dbus/
(last access: July 2022)
10FFmpeg. Official site: https://ffmpeg.org/ (last
access: July 2022)
11http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/trusty/man8/ntpd.8.html
(last access: July 2022)
12https://packages.debian.org/stretch/ntp (last access:
July 2022)
13https://www.videolan.org/projects/dvblast.html (last
access: July 2022)
14https://httpd.apache.org (last access: July 2022)
15http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/bionic/man8/vsftpd.8.html
(last access: July 2022)
16http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/bionic/man1/sqlite3.1.html
(last access: July 2022)
17https://caniuse.com/#feat=websockets (last access:
July 2022)
18https://github.com/markkorput/pyOmxSync (last
access: July 2022)

19In this paper, regarding sync, the author’s purpose is
only to show that the newly implemented own sync
solution performs correctly and in a stable way, and
that it is better than the one included in the previous
prototype (based on the publicly available sync
module, pyOmxSync). The comparison with the
accuracy or stability of the sync solutions included in
other more professional or commercial products is
out of the scope of this paper.

20Photos of the 4x4 videowall have not been provided
in that figure because for that distribution the displays
were not fixed to any structure. Each row of 4 screens
were put on a table with different height (lower/higher
height for the first/fourth row) in a lab and watched
and recorded the view from a specific position to see
all the screens as similar as possible to a videowall
(see the top image in Figure 5 and the demo video in
https://bit.ly/2JKzh8T, last access: July 2022)

21https://youtu.be/ku3wCvIUdHQ, last access: July
2022)
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